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Single-Handedly: Contemporary Architects Draw by Hand

Hardcover | $70.00
Architecture
Princeton Architectural
Press

Nalina Moses, Tom Kundig

May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
256 pages
8.25" x 10.25" x 1.25"
9781616897260

Part of the generation of architects who were trained to draw both by hand and with digital tools, Nalina Moses
recently returned to hand drawing. Finding it to be direct, pleasurable, and intuitive, she wondered whether
other architects felt the same way. Single-Handedly is the result of this inquiry. An inspiring collection of 220
hand drawings by more than forty emerging architects and well-known practitioners from around the world, this
book explores thereasons they draw by hand and gives testimony to the continued vitality of hand drawing in
architecture. The powerful yet intimate drawings carry larger propositions about materials, space, and
construction, and each one stands on its own as a work of art.

Bernard Trainor: Ground Studio Landscapes

Hardcover | $79.00
Architecture
Princeton Architectural
Press
May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
224 pages
1.11" x 1.11"

February 11th, 2019

Bernard Trainor

9781616897826

Bernard Trainor's newest book celebrates the wild and elemental landscapes of California, from the craggy
coasts of Big Sur to the fertile hills of Sonoma wine country. His award-winning work combines an awareness of
regional context with materials, collaboration, and deep connection to the land. Beautifully photographed and
documented with full-color plans, the projects in this survey of his recent work include a range of scale, from
compact urban gardens to expansive rural sites. Trainor's regional, sustainable approach inspires wonder and
respect for nature as it aims to preserve and restore it.

Color for Architects (Architecture Brief)
Architecture Briefs
Juan Serra Lluch

Paperback | $49.95
Architecture
Princeton Architectural
Press
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
232 pages
1.11" x 1.11"
9781616897949

As far back as the earliest Greek temples, color has been an integral part of architecture but also one of its
least understood elements. Color theory is rarely taught in architecture schools, leaving architects to puzzle out
the hows and whys of which colors to select and how they interact, complement, or clash. Color for Architects
is profusely illustrated and provides a clear, concise primer on color for designers of every kind. This latest
volume in ourArchitecture Briefs series combines the theoretical and practical, providing the basics on which to
build a fuller mastery of this essential component of design. A wealth of built examples, exercises, and activities
allows students to apply their learning of color to real-world situations.

Site: Marmol Radziner in the Landscape

Hardcover | $94.00
Architecture
Princeton Architectural
Press

Marmol Radziner

Jun 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
1.11" x 1.11"
9781616898168

The spectacular houses of Marmol Radziner merge interior and exterior life as they engage the built and
natural environment. With lush photography and an expansive format, Site: Marmol Radziner in the Landscape
focuses on the evolving relationship between house and landscape, revealing what the architects describe as
"the gradual erasure of boundaries between indoor and outdoor" spaces. This collection of nineteen houses,
shown in over two-hundred full-color photographs that will make readers swoon, is organized by habitat—
desert, urban, canyon, and woodland—and includes projects in Arizona, Southern California, Utah, Nevada,
and the Netherlands. A foreword by novelist Mona Simpson provides a personal reflection on her experiences
in a Marmol Radziner house, while an interview with Leo Marmol and Ron Radziner and detailed descriptions
of their projects offer insights into the architects' philosophy and process.

Redstone Diary 2020: Dreams of Europe

Calendar | $36.95
Calendar
Princeton Architectural
Press

Julian Rothenstein, Mel Gooding
Welcome to Europe! Bonjour! Hola! Ahoj! Ciao! Salut! This year the Redstone Diary would like to invite you and
your fellow travelers to explore the vast realms of this great continent, past and present, real and imagined. Join
us on a journey through time and space, from Goethe to Gothenburg, from Cocteau to the Czech Republic,
and from Bardot to Bologna. Take this opportunity to exercise your right of freedom of movement. Data roaming
charges are abolished,no ID is required, and insurance and healthcare are covered. Europe is not just a place.
Europe is a state of mind.

Jul 10, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
1.11" x 1.11"
9781616897970
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